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Here's the Skinny:
Class of 2009 By the Numbers
By Mitch Holzrichter
o

doubt

you've spotted

them already: waiting in

nervous clusters outside of

s 100, 220, and 25 0, arriving

ten minutes early, arms loaded with

case

books,

and

crowding

the

entrance ways in such an urgent

rush to take their seats that exiting a

classroom becomes a physical chal
lenge. It seems that while we were

away for the summer-pretending
to be lawyers, wearing suits, and
drinking

Starbucks

on

someone

else's dime-Sarah Zearfoss, assistant dean of admissions, took it

upon herself to admit 3 69 new stu-

dents. Ladies and gentlemen, meet

the

men

and

women

Michigan Law class of 2009.

of

the

While applications to other top-

ten law schools have been dropping
for the last three years, Michigan's

application and acceptance rates

have held steady. Of the 5,661 stu-

dents who applied for this year's
entering class, 1, 166 were accepted

( 20. 6%) and 3 69 enrolled (3 1.6% of

Stunned that kegs can really be watered down, lLs enjoy their first bar night nonetheless.

Mor� photos of the first LSSS bar night of the year on Pages 8 and 9. (Photo by Vivian Shen.)

Holiday Inn weren't

enough

to

stoke our egos, this class is a statisti

cal

improvement
showing

years,

over

that

previous

potentia l

employers aren't the only ones
eager to get a piece of the M Law

action.

Bottom line: the newbies are

smarties.

75th
Percentile

aniering �tis
;LSAT I SPA

E�nterrng 2oos

170 I 3.80

169 I 3.78

Median

168 I 3.67

25th
Percentile

166 I 3.53

l.SAT I GPA

168 I 3.64
166 I 3.45

The median GPA and LSAT are

the rumors that our U.S. News rank

have reached the point where there

team's all-time winning percentage,

up. According to Dean Zearfoss, we

is falling faster than our football

is no longer a meaningful statistical

fear not. Five years ago, the median

last year's admissions cycle.

and any higher LSAT score. For

Michigan 1L were 166 and 3.53,

ceed are all well and good, but who

English, that means that the differ

those are the 25th-percentile marks.

statistically significant. Take that,

erally risen among all the top law

those accepted)-nearly identical to
Personality and a drive to sue-

are we kidding? Let's start where

U. S. News does: GPA, and LSAT. As

if the 75 0 firms jo
in

the

difference between our LSAT scores

those

of

f the

who

majored

in

ence between a 170 and a 175 is not

4!JN�V,ulf'lFr M·�H

cramped confines o

you

·

For those who pay attention to

LSAT

and GPA of an entering

respectively. For the newest class,
LSAT and GPA averages have gen

CONTI NUED on Page 15
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Renovations Deserve Our Applause

W

he new scl1ool year has ush

Wol 57, �O- 2
JfiniirfrsiiJJ of #l{id[igan
jlln&r �dro-ol

ered us back to the Quad,

pleased to see the completion of sever

fully plrumed.But perhaps more satis

the toils of attending law school in the

about.

the day-to-day difficulty posed by

higher-education setting. There is a

where we at Res Gestae are

al changes that began last year. One of

Editor-in-Chief

classic and antique setting of UM LS is

Nate Kurtis
Executive Editor:

were all well-executed and thought

fying is the way these changes can1e
Student discord is inherent in the

centuies-old
design and only slightly
r
younger consh·uction. Our facilities

strange inte1play between students, in

While a can1paign to raise money

do so while also needing a shuctural,

on the Quad demonstrates the admin

school. At times, this structure feels

have evolved as the student body has

duces tension for both sides.

the

there remained, until recently, the

student body and our administration

Opinions expressed in bylined arti

the interim. The administration has

their respective needs in productive,

applaud the results.

tions are a great exan1ple.

200 Hutchins Hall is nothing short of

recent renovations to the student

w1demtilized maze of outdated cubi

come about because of anyone's angty

Bria LaSalle

are, in a word, old.

Managing Editor:
Li:: Polizzi

for the consh·uction of a new building

Contributing Editors:
Patrick Barry, Adam Dubinksky,

ish·ation's awareness of the issues that

Jennifer Hill, Mitch Holzrichter, Matt
Maddox
Res Gestae is published biweekly during

the

The student lounge, the lockers,

even last year's snack-bar overhaul

school

year

by

students

of

University of Michigan Law School.
cles are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the
editorial staff. Articles with contact infor

grown and developed new needs,

problem of meeting student needs in

responded to those needs, and we
Most notably, the renovation of

mation in italics at the end of the article or
"submitted by" in the byline are opinion
pieces, not factual news stories, and the
opinions contained therein are not neces
sarily reflective of the opinions of the edi
torial staff.
Res Gestae articles will occasionally

contain

adult

language

and

are

not

intended for readers under 18. Articles
may be reprinted without permission,
provided that the author and Res Gestae
are credited and notified.
Res

Gestae welcomes submissions

and letters to the editor. Submissions may
be made via email, preferably as an MS
Word attachment. Letters to the editor
must

be

clearly

and

unambiguosly

marked "Letter to the Editor." Res Gestae
reserves the right to edit all submissions
and letters to the editor in the interest of
space.
Mailing address:
Res Gestae

University of Michigan Law School

625 South State St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Web Site Address:

http://students.law.umich.edu/rg
Office:

116 Legal Research

delightful. In place of a confusing and

cles, the expansive space holds a vari

ety of furniture that is vastly improved

over the former student-lounge offer

ings. Couches? Check. Work tables?

Check. Email tell1inals? Check. Space

appropriate for both study groups
and

social

Printers?

interaction?

Check.

Natural

Check
light?

Double-check. We eagerly await the
addition of the coffee cart and the

opening of the new computer lab.

So, too, are the new lockers. Gone

are the andent and decrepit mst

barons of the dark and dismal locker

room. Gone are the eerie, flickering

lights. What was once a bus depot-like

hell of seldom-used couches and slog
ging email terminals is now one of

two well-lit rooms full of spanking

new lockers. The additional space for

students to store books, coats, and the
inevitable

menagerie

of

Westlaw

mugs keeps us looking more like stu

dents and less like traveling closets.

various stages of establishing them

selves as adults, needing the space to
administrative fran1ework from the
frustratingly parental, and that pro
But this tension isn't endemic; our

can and do find ways to communicate

constructive ways. The recent renova
As far as our memory serves, the

spaces ru·ound the Law School did not

appeal. Instead, several layers of inter
action took place between students

and the administration. By keeping

lines of communication open and col

lecting ideas from many sources, the
administration and

kept the

LSSS members

conversation

rather than problematic.

productive

There are no magic-bullet solu

tions to space issues in the

Law

School. Though many of the sugges

tions and plans were made through

the efforts of committees, it's impossi
ble to represent everyone's view. Still,

we appredate both the effort and the

cordiality all partidpants put into the

process. It's heartening to see our

deans and fadlities director recognize
a need for short-term solutions as they
simultaneously manage the long-term

view, and it's gratifying to see some

thing we've asked for come to fmition.

•
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A Warm Welcome From Dean Caminker
greatly appreciate the kind

invitation of Res

Gestae's

all here, but please check out their

biographies on our website. They

While my colleagues

work

diligently

on

and

I

developing

and

join an equally extraordinary group

plans and securing funding for

Michigan Law - even though your

researchers, and clinicians - all

new construction, work goes on

already make this an outstanding

ties. Most of you have no doubt

editors

to

welcome,

ne back, our students to

return means I can't find a down

town

parking spot or get

Scorekeepers

for

another

into

nine

months. I plan to send you a more

comprehensive email communica

of

resident

faculty

scholars,

teachers of the first rank - who
educational institution.
This

announce

year,

we're

I'm

pleased

initiating

to

some

tion later this term about current

great new cunicular and extracur

highlight some important facts and

will be considering and shaping a

events, so for now I'll just quickly

updates.

As always, our incoming 1Ls

are a stellar group. Indeed, this

year's group has Michigan Law's

best-ever combo of median LSAT
( 16 8)

and

median

GPA

(3.67).

ricular programs. First, the faculty

proposed new business law cur
riculum that will improve

and

streamline our business law offer

ings and provide greater guidance
concerning how best to progress

You hail from42 states and 1 3coun

Moreover, you're soon going to

tries,

cohort

and

you're

with

a

fascinating

backgrounds

that

include Peace Corps service, the

Faculty

Fellows

offer

dents.

hear about an expanded set of "hot

topic" mini-seminars taught by fac

ulty in their homes. It's a remark

militaty, investment banking, TV

able statement about our faculty

world nations, professional sports

called for volunteers - 26 in fact -

production, volunteer work in third
administration, high-caliber ama

Our L L.M. class is equally dis

were

oversubscribed!

single term or the entire year, these
cover

such

Fiction:

Writing By

and

Lawyers and Law Profs, Greed in

the Business World, Liberalism and

she's so great. . . .

to take in a traditional course, or

will benefit from a superstar group

ity about what your professors look

of new faculty members. I won't

be

completed very shortly; and the

1 38

should be completed for use in

this sort is the price we pay for the
but we recognize it often exacts a
high price in terms of student, fac

ulty, and staff discomfort. I most
sincerely

thank

you

for

patience and understanding.

your

Finally, under the heading of

"good news for everyone," I just

graduates were employed by grad

be. In but one exan1ple of the silli
ness of US News' ranking method

would mean all of our graduates

still hasn't enrolled anyone from

take the time and space to list them

the

About

Scientific Discovery Sagas, Legal

to know a professor better, perhaps

All new and returning students

in

should

ology, it's a good thing that the

Christianity, and 11 others. Check

Antarctica, though. And she claims

lab

as

topics

dents represent 20 countries on 6
different continents. Sarah Zearfoss

library

uation. (That's just what it should

we

seminars

tinguished and diverse; its 35 stu

computer

that

group, please keep in mind that
mandate to be humorless.

the

underground

learned that 9 8 percent of our 2006

Ranging from 3 to 6 sessions over a

deans are required by institutional

ning;

that so many responded when I

teur sports performers, and comedy

improv. If you're among the last

sight. Our new student lounge in

Hutchins Hall 200 is up and run

venerable beauty of the Law Quad,

valuable resource to interested stu

after

In any event, happily the end is in

and achievements and will prove a

accumulating

arrived

some significant work experience.

them at the lowest possible levels.

January. Continuous upgrading of

you

you are female, and 67 percent of

tory or auditory distractions. To be

sure, we've done our best to keep

a

remarkable range of backgrounds

you

casebooks to have noticed the olfac

Law

you are minorities, 45 percent of

of

been too deeply ensconced in your

renovation in Hutchins Hall

hold

percent

advanced degrees, 2 8 percent of

apace to improve our current facili

through the relevant series of cours

es. In the interim, our new Business

Fifteen

major building renovations and

them out. This is a great way to get
meeting someone you're not likely

perhaps just satisfying your curios

like when they let their hair down.

For those who still have hair.

number is not

100%. The latter

took jobs in traditional firms in big

cities, rather than

having some

graduates holding out for positions
available only after passing a bar
exam, or stretching entrepreneurial

wings. But I digress.) This shows

that even students outside the top

half of the class do exceedingly well

here. For example, one-third of

these students went to Am Law 100
CONTI NUED on Page 15
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Tuning In and Out: My Return to Cable
hunger for procedural cop shows has

an easy common ground with others.

fter more than two years

pedophile did it, blah, blah. Yet the

scribed is much less profound: When

antenna reception, I have

enthralling I am forced to conscious

it, all my inner monologue could

By Bria LaSalle

all but vanished; blah, blah, the

without any form of cable or
t y returned to the world of the

small screen: I got cable.

second season of Flavor of Love is so
ly prevent myself from tracking

down the first season's DVDs. Flavor

When I see those words written,

Flav lets a slew of varyingly trashy

one else, it seems like a much less

pick which one will be his best fake

or even say them out loud to some

momentous occasion than it felt at

women live in his house so he can

girlfriend? That, my friends, is televi

The second reason I re-sub

I revisited my reasons for not having
muster was, "Fuck it: I'm a 3 L."

I didn't fully realize what I meant

by that. As I began the past two years

here, I had an inbox full of helpful
information from various student
and administrative personae who

the time. Now I can plop down on

sion at its best.

wanted to make sure my enhy to law

ridiculous number of channels - no

dering. It took so long for the cable to

went smoothly. Done, and done. But

downloaded

sort of forgot what premium chan

the first semester of 3L year would

thing to watch while I eat dinner. I

was only after I shouted at the TV

tles to get myself motivated. Where's

my couch and pick something from a

more pawing through my limited

DVD

collection

or

episodes of "So·ubs" for a little some

OnDemand is brilliant but bewil

be installed after I ordered it that I

nels I had added to the package. It

school and my search for a job both

. . . no one bothered to mention that

pose heretofore unencumbered bat

the

when it denied me access to an

the helpful email for that?

Speaking of remotes, there are

realized I hadn't ordered the Encore

Either I'm ready to get to work and

not that they don't all have a purpose,

instead. Two hundred fifty channels

remotes I could buy and align with

disposal, mind you, but I chose a

but the splitter thing that separates

of immigration fraud. Whatever, the

work life and this pesky "reading"

stereo is about as complicated as I

it a poor choice for watching while

ting in the way.

I should explain why I got 1id of

gym patron once thought I was hav

ness take control as I attempt to view,

out running and crying don't mix

entire intemet in five-minute breaks

had

forgotten

how

brilliant

"guide" feature is on a digital remote.

now five on my coffee table. Five! It's
but five? I know, there are universal
the various devices in my TV stand,

OnDemand movie from Encore that I
Card

earn regular paychecks (oh, my dear

and a bevy of premimn movies at my

begin to miss your presence ), or I'm

suite. So

I

watched

Green

1990 rom-com about the lighter side

each device's sound output into the

end still makes me cry (which makes

can stand to get at this point.

using a treadmill at the gym; a fellow

TV in the first place, lest my last state

ing an asthma attack when I found

more neurotic about technological

very well).

ment lead anyone to believe that I'm

details than I really am It wasn't a
.

I can't tell what the problem is.

So why did I retum? It's two

sweet paychecks, how quickly I

ready to truly dig in to this last relax
ing year before I start a ve1y busy

for "class" business is seriously get
So, rather than let my restless

for the fifth semester running, the

that somehow morph into hours, I'll

let myself flake off when it suits me.

smug, "I'm so enlightened I just can't

fold. On one level, I was getting tired

didn't read1 an epiphany about TV's

whenever a conversation tumed to

n't think I'd do very well as alL with

That's not to say that I feel I need to

of Res Gestae. She can frequently be

stave off the possibility of succumb

with

sully my mind with television" act. I

of feeling so completely out of it

anything

the temptation of television. Boring,

watd1 TV to fit in, or catch up, or to

Now that I'm watching again,

ing to an occasional Us Weekly pur

Tupperware

tastes have changed. Commercials

ed to realize I missed being part of

sent to blasalle@umich.edu.

I'm

the

our society. Say what you want about

ing adding it soon for the commer

habits, our kids, our eyes. No argu

I'm a little surprised at the way my

now make me nothing short of nuts.
quite

sorry

I

forewent

DVR/Tivo option and am consider
cial-skipping

abilities

alone. My

pop

culture.

back to that seminar reading.

ability to pollute my mind. I just did

but true.

remotely

When my show ends, I'll get right

chase, which . . . God. No, I just start

Bria LaSalle is the Executive Editor
found watching reruns of Entourage
rapt

attention
of

ment here. But at the san1e time, it's

a

small
chips.

Comments about this column may be

one of the most unifying elements in

the detrimental effects TV has on our

and

chocolate

•
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PUBLIC SERVICE:

Freedom House Provides Invaluable Asylum Experience
"Oients get to Freedom House in

By Jen Hill and Kate Crosby

client's courage is runazing."

the most bizarre ways," Heather said.
Fall is the time whm law students start to

"One man came from Uganda to

The judge

turned

down this

client's asylum request, but the case

make summer plans. For students consid

Kansas, fuinking he had a place to

garnered

ering public interest work, the process

stay. He didn't have a place. He was in

Musalo of the Center for Gender and

the

attention

of

Karen

starts by defining areas of interest, learn

a convenience store at 4 a.m. when a

Refugee Studies in San Francisco.

ing about good public interest law organi

jogger crone by and asked him why he

Heather will work witl1 Musalo and

zations,

making

contacts,

and

then

was there with his luggage. The jogger

Professor Nick Rine on the appeal this

preparing applications for funding. To aid

told

fall. "I first got interested in asylum

those beginning their investigation of pub

Freedom House, and they'll help you.

work by volunteering to work with

lic interest options, Res Gestae presmts

Then he took him to the freeway and

Professor Rine last year on an appel

the first of several interviews with sum

made a sign for him. A tt·ucker picked

late brief," Heather said. "Through

mer 2006 interns.

W

he van driver for Freedom

House in Detroit shared a bit
of philosophy with Heather

Bobkova at the end of her sunm1er
internship. "You don't have to know
where you are going to end up some

him

there's

a

place

called

Freedom House, I've gotten a chance
to work directly with clients and to get

"I don't know exactly

incomparable substantive experience,

where I'll end up, but I

ru1d fuis fall, I'll be working with lead
ers in fuis area of law."

have total confidence it

will be somewhere great."

where wonderful," he wrote on her

"My advice to others is to experi
ence as much as you can. Micl1igru1 is
great because there are so many
opportunities. We have lots of guest

going-away card. It's a statement that

him up and brought him straight

speakers and great classes. Don't feel

aptly describes Heather's law school

here."

locked in early on. Talk with speakers,

are

career to date.
"There

Heather
lots of areas of law fuat

interest me," explained Heathe1� a

also

represented

a

woman from Can1eroon in immigra

have an open mind, go after what
grabs you - you might be surprised."

2005 summer starter. "I don't know

tion court, where her asylum request

Heather plans to participate in

was denied. The client "felt that she

on-campus interviewing this fall and
to pursue firm work after school.

exactly where I'll end up, but I have

needed to change her country" and

total confidence it will be somewhere

fought to end the discrimination and

"Firm life and public interest life defi

great."

corruption that impedes democratic

nitely are not mutually exclusive," she
said, but public-interest internships

Freedom House offers setvices to

participation. "She fought for basic

homeless or indigent refugees who

justice. She was in prison many times

are

are seeking asylum in Canada or the

and risked torture and death, but she

House offered "experience I would

United States. It also advocates for

kept fighting," Heatl1er said. As part

never have gotten at a firm. I've been

systemic change.

of the hial preparation, Heather read

exposed to clients with stories both

The pull of Freedom House is
powerful because the fate of each asy

special.

Working

at Freedom

letters from family members still in

heartbreaking and inspiring, and I've

Cruneroon.

gained tremendous legal experience."

"Her

family

faced

lum seeker depends on how well they

reprisals after she left. Her husbru1d

can navigate the labyrinthine sys

was disappeared. Her grandmother

Heather Bobkova is willing to talk

tem-a task that even the most sea

died - was beaten to death by the

with fellow students about pursuing pub

soned legal professionals can find

police." Her parents and cllildren

lic interest internships. E-mail her at

daunting at times. As a summer

were terrorized, too. "Her parents

hbobkova@umich.edu.

intern, Heather represented clients in

love her and also blame her. Their let

fen Hill and Kate Crosby are 3Ls.

their initial asylum hearings and sub

ters say, in effect, 'We love you, but

Questions about this article can be smt to

sequent inmligration court hials, then

when you left you signed our pass

rg®umich.edu.

helped write btiefs for the Board of

port to hell.' The burden of guilt alone

Immigration Appeals process. The

is almost unbearable, but it is just one

stmies were often overwhelming.

element in her difficult journey. My

•
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Are You Up for the Nannes Challenge?
3L Pledging Begins With a Bang
the hearty participation of the class

By Bria LaSalle

of 2006.

ay

How much do I have to pledge?
Whatever you like. It is suggested

hat is this "challenge,"

And now it is time for the class

that you pledge $50 in May '08, $75

you ask? Quite simply, it

of 2007 to usher in another success

in May '09 , and $100 in May '10 for

is the easiest and surest

ful campaign. Pledge forms are

a total of $225.

or the 3L class to guarantee

available in the Reading Room and

that student activities at the Law

online.

Where can I find a pledge form?

Forms are available in the Reading

School stay alive and well-funded.

Though many alums believe

Room and on the 3L Challege web

For each of the first 200 third-year

the Law School's budget derives

site at http://w ww.law.umich.edu/

students who pledge to donate to

significant resources from the state

AlumniandDevelopmen t/thirdyea

the law school for the first three

of Michigan, this is not the case.

rchallenge/pledgeform.htm.

years after graduation, Alumnus

State funding accounts for less

Should I let this opportunity to

John Nannes will donate $250 to

than 3% of the annual budget; con

benefit student life at the Law School

that student's groups of choice.

sistent and enduring alumni par

slip by? Only if you're crazy.

Promise to pay money later, get

ticipation in fund-raising activities

money for your favorite group or

is vital to maintaining UMLS's rep

John Nannes is a 1973 graduate

groups this semester.

utation as one of the most elite law

of the University of Michigan Law

The N annes Challenge began

schools in the country.

School. Following graduation, he
clerked

for

Judge

Roger

Robb,

eleven years ago when Nannes,

By pledging at this time, you

'73, recognized a weakness in the

have the opportunity to give a

United States Court of Appeals for

rates at which new alumni were

double helping of benefit to the

the District of Columbia Circuit,

donating back to the law school.

Law School. Student groups will

and for William H. Rehnquist on the

Recalling the unending funding

receive a much-needed boost in

Supreme Court of the United States.

crunch among student groups, he

their current funding levels now,

Following his clerkships, he served
as special assistant to the Assistant

pledged a substantial annual gift

and the Law School Fund will

to the law school that would be

receive your donation after gradu

Attorney General in charge of the

administered as an incentive for

ation. The Fund provides support

Antitrust Division before joining

3Ls to pledge their ongoing sup

for many needs at the Law School,

Skadden Arps in 1977 . He returned

port to the Law School.

including the alumni debt-man

to the U.S. Department of Justice in

Last year, N annes and the Law

agement program, visiting lectur

1998

School Development Office recog

ers, and the legal practice pro

Assistant Attorney General of the

to

serve

as

the

Deputy

nized that student involvement in

gram. Let your money work over

Antitrust Division until 2001. For

the 3L pledge campaign was criti

time for current and future law

the first five weeks of the current

cal

students! It's the perfect way to

Bush

begin your careers - by giving

served as Acting Assistant Attorney

to the Challenge's success.

Following

the

newly

formed

Administration,

Nannes

Nannes Committee's substantial

back to the institution that helped

General in Antitrust. He has since

efforts,

you get there.

returned to Skadden, where he is a

last

year's

Challenge

proved to be the first year since its
inception that the gift's capacity
was

fully

realized

-

200

3Ls

Nannes 31 Challenge facts:

partner in the antitrust group.
Bria LaSalle is the executive editor

When can I make my pledge? The

of Res Gestae and a member of the

support, and a total of $50 ,000 was

3L Challenge runs from September

Nannes 3L Challenge Committee. She

distributed

18 through October 11.

can be reached at blasalle@umich.edu.

pledged

their
to

post-graduation
student

groups.

That's more than LSSS allocates to

How much will go to student

student groups on an annual basis;

organizations? You may allocate

total student-group funding dol

$250 among the student groups of

lars more than doubled based on

your choice on your pledge form.

•
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The Keys to Success
By Nate Kurtis

long and hard about the matter and

stage." The uninitiated might not

concluded that two factors con

think this tells us <mythlng about

s we get back into the swing

tribute to this excessive keying. First,

football; but, as a fmmer theatre

of things at the Law School,

there aren't all that many cheers in

majm� I can tell you it makes perfect

there are a few simple steps

the football fan repertoire. There are

sense.

take to help ensure that we

a ton of cheers -we've all watd1ed the

will be successful in our academic

mardung band, jiving and waving

Well, ok,

maybe not perfect

sense. For example: just what combi

endeavors. But who has time for

hands, perform many varied cheers

nation of Hamlet-reading football

that? It's Football Season!

throughout the course of a game, but

players is needed to "fit into a lock"

The first NFL games happened
last week, and college football has

have chosen to keep those

or "move bolts?" But, whatever defi

cheers for themselves. This leaves

nition we ultimately choose, we can

they

The

the students with only the wolverine

all get behind the fact that third and

Wolverines have been good, if incon

claw, and a weird form of "fam1ing"

fifteen doesn't qualify!

sistent, but my Washington Redskins

to express our support of the Maze

There are those who would find

have been less impressive. I am still

and Blue. Yes, there is the awe

fault with my logic. They would note

at a loss to explain how they went

inspiring wave, but woe to the poor

that

from winning handedly, dominating

soul who tries to start that in the first

change the course of the football

been

going

for

a

while.

any

play

could

potentially

Mitmesota on both sides of the ball

quarter. Thus, it is only natural that a

game. They would then be mean and

and pinning them back on their own

few innocent and misguided souls

mention the recent Washington v.

three yard line, to fouling away nine

have chosen to use their keys to fill

Minnesota game. Yet this same per

ty-seven yards and losing.

this cheer gap.

son - not at all hypothetical, I stand

One solution could be to import

next to him in the Big House- then

not the topic of this column. No, the

some original hockey cheers, but

fails to pull out his keys for a first

topic of this column is the misuse of

first the Yost Host would have to

and ten from their twenty. It seems

the

key jingling at

write some. For those who don't

even he had some standards.

Michigan Football games. Just one

know, the Host stole almost all of

Ultimately I can not force people

example of this silliness could be

their cheers during the 1991 NCAA

to change their cheering practices,
even when they are making them

Fortunately, the Skins' woes are

"Key

Play"

seen in the very first game of the

townament series against Cornell.

year: when, having held Vanderbilt

And, if you'd ever like to hear how

selves look silly. No, ultimately, I can

to well inside their own half of the

those cheers sound when done right,

only change my own behavior. Thus,

field, the keys came out for third and

you are free to spend a hockey game

I have dedded that, until the rest of

ten in the first quarter!

with

the student section comes to their

For those of you who haven't

the

Lynah

Faithful.

But

I

digress. I do that a lot.

senses, I will balance things out by

Yet this paudty of cheers is only

never jingling my keys at a football

of you

half of the problem. The other is the

game. Instead, I will save them for

Michigan fans, to help you use your

fact that "key play" is an ambiguous

the much more valuable use of

keys for good instead of evil, the

term. No one can be sure, just from

telling hockey opponents that they

been to a Michigan football game
for shame!

For

the

rest

keys should be used for "key plays."

hearing it, what would qualify. I

have no prayer and should warm up

Those are plays where the defense

think some light

their bus.

will need that extra push from the

matter by looking at each of those

fans to help turn the tide in a dutch

words in turn. The first part of the

moment. Such moments include:

phrase is "key," which the Oxford

Chief of Res Gestae. Questions, com

third and inches in the fourth, any

English Dictionary defines as "a

ments, and praise for Cornell hockey

late game fourth downs, or any time

small metal instrument spedally cut

may be sent to nkurtis@umich.edu. No

can

be shed onto the

Nate Kurtis is a 2L and the Editor-in

to fit into a lock and move its bolt."

It seems Michigan fans have

Already I feel more inforn1ed. Then,

other warranties expressed or implied.

begun using their keys on every

we find that "play" is defined as: "a

£rapping third down! I have thought

dramatic performance, as on the

•

you hit on someone at Rick's.

First Bttr Night
ofth,tt feAr

Return to

Ri ck''
s.

September ,J4,
2006
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LSSS Gives the Lowdown on the Upcoming Year
event.

Submitted By

Iogue on these and other controver

Matthew Maddox

sies. We may not all agree on every

We have so many bm· nights

thing, but we're still all part of the

plaru1ed this semester you'll never

same wonderful comrnwuty.

make it to a Friday class again. Rick's is

elrome back, University of
Michigan Law School! Go

We will also be facing many issues

Blue! It's going to be an

specific to the Law School. The Senate

We'll soon be starting our weekly

1g yem� and your Law School

will be continuing efforts on our

milk-and-cookies on SW1day nights in
the Lawyer's Oub.

only the beginning. Stay tuned.

Student Senate is here to make it even

Mental Health Initiative, providing

better. We have lots of events plmmed

study breaks and milk-and-cookies

Each semester we have a wine

to make everyone's time here as grati

events, and generally trying to make

and-cheese event to give students a

fying, advm1tageous, and amusing as

the Law School student body aware of

chance to get to know their professors

possible.

the many resources available in the

in a less fonnal setting. This semester's

University and the ronununity.

wine a11d cheese is going to be on

The Senate has been busy at work
since returning to the Quad.

On a less serious note, the Senate

Tuesday, October 24 at 4:30 in the

We kicked off the year with the

is bringing back the yearbook! Judy

(somewhat flooded) Welcome Back

Cotham and Erin Broderick have gra

Our Blue Jean Lecture Series has a

Picnic, at which we presented the L.

ciously agreed to be co-editors-in

very busy schedule this semester. Each

Hart Wright Award for Excellence in

chief, and we're looking for more stu

lecture will feature one of our brilliant

Teaching to Professor Gil Seinfeld.

dents to help them. Keep those cam

professors holding forth on a topic of

Our bulletin board committee

eras clicking- Erin and Judy are def

their choice.

allocated the bulletin board space to

initely going to be looking for submis

Our Dean's Corner Lunches will

student groups. We kicked off the bar

sions from everyone. Also, be careful

rontinue as well. Each 1W1ch gives a

night season in high fashion at Rick's

what you allow yourself to be pho

small

All American Cafe and introduced a

tographed doing. A yearbook is forev-

opportunity to share a meal and eru

new line of Michigan Law apparel

er.

Lawyer's Oub.

dite

group of law students the
conversation

with

Dean

with the brand new logo. We brought

The budgeting process is about to

an ATM to the Quad (a beautiful TCF

begin. Student groups are anxious for

Finally, we'll end the semester

Bank cash machine located across

their funds, a11d we're anxious to get

with our fabulous study breaks fWld

Caminker.

from the snack bar underneath the

them the cash they need to do their

ed by the Alumni and Office of

Reacting Room).

important work. We have tentatively

Student Affairs. Last semester, we had

And, at the last meeting, we select

scheduled lunch on September 28 to

quite a spread, a11d it made studying

ed many members of the law school

provide infmmation on how to get

just that much more bearable.

romrnunity for the various rommit

money

tees of the Student Senate. Some of the

University of

rommittees have already been quite

Student Affairs.

productive - for example, the faculty
evaluation committee is nearing com

from

the

Stay tuned for more updates as

Michigan Office of

the yem· continues. We're always open

us

and

from

Slate of Events

pletion of its web-based evaluation
system.

Upcoming Issues
Law students are never as insulat
ed from the outside world as we might

to new ideas a11d we view our agenda
as rompletely ronstituent-driven. If
anyone has any roncems about any
thing, no matter how large or small,

We will once again be having our

please bring them to us. We want to

arumal Halloween bash at the Links at

help. We're here to serve. We love this

Whitmore Lake. Start thinking about

law school, and we want to do evety

costumes now. There is fierce competi

thing we possibly can to make sure

tion every year for the most ridiculous

everyone else does as well.

(and sometimes scm1dalous) outfits.

feel. Facing the prospect of some very

At least once a semester, we have

vigorous debates on issues including

a family-friendly event. Last fall, we

The Law School Student Senate

Executive Board is Grace Lee, president,

the Michigan Gvil Rights Initiative,

had a g reat turn out for apple picking

Tim Harrington, vice-president, Sarah

the mid-term elections, terrorism and

and hay rides at Wiard's Orchard.

Molenkamp,

civil rights, and the War in Iraq, we

We're looking for great ideas and some

Maddox, treasurer Comments about this

believe our role is to facilitate civil dia-

organizational help for this semester's

article should be sent to rg®umich.edu.

secretary,

and Matthew
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GRABBING A BITE:

Japanese Cuisine in the
By "Adamame" Dubinsky

shoes.
We

MeNamara

Terminal

ty rolls include such relatively exot
the Westin

ic trimmings as hot sesame oil. As if

t is 10:15 a.m. on a Friday

Hotel, and enormous plasma televi

in honor of Diane Nafranowicz, all

morning. The streets of the

sions on whid1 the grotesque and

rolls with mayonnaise are flanked

Detroit Metro area, which I

magnified smirk of George Bush

on the menu by a smiley-face icon.

should be quiet and sleepy
until at least 1:00 p.m., are filled

pass

Chili's,

wrinkles above the caption "Geneva

(Diane happens to love mayonnaise

Convention is vague."

as much as many of us love choco

with trucks on this cool morning,

The same cold is afflicting both

overcast with a quilt of grey. At a

my companion and I, so rather than

My sick companion and I are

red light, my companion tickles the

gnawing on fatty fried food or rak

drawn to the steamy warmth of the

late.)

back of my leg, and then with

ing our already sore throats with a

noodle dishes. Udon, soba, ramen.

impunity attacks my belly, assured

french-bread sandwich, we pause in

She orders the ramen and I order

of her safety behind the wheel. She

front of a sign that reads:

Tsukimi Udon, with egg and sea

t,

weed. We begin, however, with a

forgets, however, that the pen is
mightier. Instead of tickling her
while she drives, I take my revenge

1

by reporting in the school paper
that she has been driving for over
half of my lifetime. We pass a lily
speckled lake on which float the
pus-pimples of swans in the dis
tance.
The tails of jetliners peek over
the bridge on which we' ve turned to

I

:

salad from the sushi-bar-taka su:
octopus, sliced cucumber, and sea

u

weed in light rice vinegar. A dreary
view of the tarmac off gate A-35 dis
tracts us while we wait for the dish

1

es.

Sora Japanese Restaurant and
Sushi Bar

Sora greets the diner as a typical

My companion frowns over the
tako su. The rice vinegar is weak.
The cucumbers and seaweed are
limp. The octopus tastes fishy. We

enter the William H. McNamara ter

simulacrum

great

wonder why Sora does not snatch

minal like Milo's tail teasing the

Midwestern myth of the Japanese

the fresh fish arriving at the airport

beach bear in Milo and Otis. The

restaurant.

wood

to feed the Midwest. While I'm com

gentle yet concerned voice of the

tables, each ruled by a soy-sauce

placent, my companion is not. She
orders stronger vinegar, the zest of

of
Spare,

the
tawny

moving walkway reminds us to

filled rook, beckon us past the bar

mind our step. My companion and I

displaying rows of nigiri behind

which masks the defidendes of the

are sharing one enormous check-in

ripples of fake grass. Virgin-pine

bag for the weekend. I estimate its

cucumbers and seaweed.

chopsticks in thin paper sheaths

The ramen and udon are not

weight at 30 to 35pounds. When we

weigh down a pair of napkins. Our

impressive either. A solid half-lump

weigh it at the counter, it turns out

waiter, whose name escapes me

to be 53 pounds and overweight.

of a hard-boiled egg floats in a large

though his bleach-blond streaked

bowl of briny broth along with a

"Sir, can you remove 3 pounds

hair does not, is as exceptionally

couple leaves of seaweed and a

from the bag?"

sweet and soft-spoken as he is dili

handful of udon noodles. My com

gent about refilling my endless cup

panion's frown descends after she

and I look at each other with the

of green tea.

spits a chunk of fat from her ramen's

"I bet we can." My companion

semi-credulous smiles law students

limited:

often find themselves using to con

pork into her napkin. We request

agedashi tofu, softshell crab, miso

some spice powder and hot sauce to

front the absurdity of law school.

soup, edamame. If you stay for

We remove the Federal Indian Law

dish·act us from the blandness. My

dessert (we did not), you can chose

book from the bag, bringing our

heaping

between red bean cakes and mochi

sriracha sauce prove too great a dis

Appetizers

are

spoonful of

spice

and

check-in weight down to an accept

ice cream. The menu is standard,

traction for my tongue, which com

able 49 pounds. The five pounds of

though it promises some unusual

International Finance remain nes

pels me to lap up ladle after ladle of

offerings, such as cuttlefish nigiri.

tled between my toiletries and her

The ingredients of the daily spedal-

CONTI NUED on Page 15
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Winter 2006 Grade Curves
G rade S u m m ary - P art

Winter 2006

Course/
Section

4.0

3.7

3.3

3.0

2.7

2.3

2.0

1 .7

1 .3

1 .0

0.0

A+
1

A

A·

B+

B

B·

C+

c

C·

D+

D

E

13

36

63

49

13

8

5

188

1

9
11

13
17

27
26

29
20

9
9

3
4

3

92
92

8
10

11

10

4
4

p

510/001,002

Croley,Steven P

Civil Procedoe

McCormack, a; dget M
Larsen,Joan L

Criminal Law
Intra to Constitutional Law

540/002

Shapiro,Scott J

lntro to Constitutional Law

540/003

Bernstein,Dai<l

560/001
560/002

Krier,James E
Simpson,Aifred W B

560/003

Kochen ,Maatli ne Sara

560/004

Katz, Ellen D

PropEl! y

580/001
601/001 ,002

Herzog,Donalday
Payton,Sallyanne

Torts
Ad ministrative Lav

606/001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

Transnational Law

606/002
606/003

Dickinson,Timothy L
Reimann,Mathias W

Transnational Law
Transnational Law

E l iot

Leary, Margaret A

lntro to Constitutional Law
Property
Property

22

10

16

25

2

8

18

19

2
1

7
5

13
19

33
29

24
25

5

7

13

23
13

3

10

14

12

1
3

11
4

13
2

26
6

22
2

10

14

23

2
9

3
11

5
15

Property

1

Advanced Legal Resmlr

7

3

2
2

8

10

American Legal Histqr

2

5

13

3

3

Alt Dispute Resolution
Bloodfeuds

4
2

3
9

1
9

5
15

5

2
22
4

2

1

7
3

3
2
3

1
4
20

6

11
21

5
16

6

1

2

626/001

Mangan,Aimee Suzanne

Research ing Tranati

628/001
633/001 ,002

Vining,Joseph
Komfield,SusarM

Animal Law Course
Copyright

2
2

3

636/001

Regan,DonaldH

Church and State

640/001
641/001

Jones, Martha S
Brensike,Eve Lynn

Critical Race Theory
Grim JustAdm of Police Prac

2
1
1

7
6

7
10

642/001

Glogower,Roderic M

Jewish Law

3

17

8

1

651/001 ,002

Siegelman, Peter

Economic Analysis of Law

4

1

5

653/001
656/001

Siegelman, Peter
Simpson ,Aifred W B

Employment Discrimination
English Legal History

6
12

4
5

5

657/001

Howson,Nicholas Galea

Enterprise Organization

12

657/002

Khanna,Vikramad"' S

Enterprise Organizalio

664/001 ,002
66g/Q01

Hal berstam,Daniel H
Friedman,Richard D

European.. ega I Order
Evidence

2

7

669/002

Bernstein,David El iot

Evidence

2

677/001
679/001

Whitman,Christiml
Mendelson,Nina A

Federal Courts
Environmental Law

2

680/001

Govender,Karthigasen,

Constitutionalism in S A. rica

7

683/001

Rosen baum,Mark D

Fourteenth Amendmen

684/001
688/001 ,002

Horwitz,Jill R
Halberstam,Daniel H

Health Law and Policy
Federalism

6
3
5

689/001 ,002

Simma,Bruno Eckard

Leading Cases ih nt'l Law

691/001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

International Tax

9

6

3

693/001
693/002

Seinfeld,Gil
Hills,Roderick M

Ju risdiction and Choice Of Law
Ju risdiction and Choice Of Law

13
5

13

29
20

Kritsiotis,Constantine

B

lnternat'l Humanitarian Law
anal Law

695/001 ,002

Howse,Robert L

lntematioml Tra de Law

699/001
700/001 ,002

Winograd,Bar y
West,Mark D

Labor Law
Japanese Law

46

2

2
31

92
60

2

50

1 31

2

4
31

18
84

2

9

43

15

49

2

16

21
89

1

7

23

2
8

2
4

2

4
5

2

2
3
4

4

7

9
46

12

56

3
23

35

5

88
35

1

2

16

2

6
9

3

6
5
4

7

13

13

29
36
56

3

12

15

25

8

3

39

106

4

4
11

2
20

4
19

1
6

9
23

32
88

4

7

16

11

6

32

82

5
3

6
8
7

6
8

7
10

2
4

26
14

55
48

16

24

2

3

61

8

10

6

3

37

5
4

7
5

2
5

2
5

22
31

4

1
3

12

2

2

3

2

1
2
5

3

7

6

6

7
9

4
3

7

702/00 1

Logue, Kyle D

1

6

7

15

705/001

Joswick,Davld Daniel

Mergers and Acquisitions

5

11

9

707/001
709/001

Niehoff,Leonard Marvin
Barr,Michael S

Mass Media Law
Financial Institutions

2
1

10
3

10
5

9
7

1
11

7 1 1 /001

Ben-Shahar,Omri

E-Commece

2

3

9

11

8

7 1 2/001

Parson, Edward A

Negotiation

5

8
12
16
3

18
5

5

3
6

4

5
5

7
8

2
4

6

2
4

3

6

Kamir,Orit
Frier, Bruce W

Creating the American Lawyer
Persuasion and the Law

6
3

725/001

Novak, Barbara 6 iffin

Securities Reg Practicum

10

726/001
727/001

Kahn,Douglas A
Simon,Anthony Luke

Partnership Tax
Patent Law

2

1
2

731/001

Niehoff, Leornrd Marvin

7

11

25

21

8

6

Bernard,Jack

Legal Ethics & Prof las p
Higher Education L'B

2

737/001

1

17

13

9

7

1

1

743/001
746/001

Khanna,Vi kra11a ditya S
Keinan,Yoram

Securities Regulation
Tax of Financial Instruments

3

11
5

15
3

26
4

17
2

10

7

1
2

6
6

Kahn,Dou� s A

Taxation of Individual Income

2

11

7

12

Lutz,Karl E

Business Trans Practicum I

2

5

13

6

758/001
759/00 1

Schneider,Carl E
Lutz,Karl E

Law, Medicine and Society
Business Trans Practicum II

3

7
5

2
11

2
4

760/001

Eisenberg,Rebecca S

Trademarks and Unfair Comp

7

8

12

10

7681001

Cahill, Courtney Megan

Sexual Orientation and the Law

1

5

9

1

1

771/001
773/001

Van Putten,M3< Clinton
Winograd, Ba rry

How to Save the Planet
Labor & Employment Arbitration

2
2

7
3

7
10

8
6

775/001

Mamidi, Pavan Kumar

IP/Innovation in lndi<l!.

2

3

4

2

777/001
778/001 ,002

Rine,Nicholas J
Rine,Nicholas J

Law and Development
Law and Development Resear h

3
3

1
1

1
1

2
17

4

4

28

13

16

5

6

Ratner,Steven Richard

Protect Hum Rgts in lnt'l Law

3

Clark,Sherman J

Sports Law

10

793/001 ,002
794/001

Katz, Ellen D
Tonner, Grace C

Voting Rights I Electiorl aw
Senior Judge Seminar II

4
18

2

38

1

30
18

1
3

7

43

12

55

2
13
12

36
41

11

48

5
6

39
58

6
12

25
31

53

19

747/001

792/001

29
107
108

2

754/001

780/001

2

4

7 1 9/001
721 /001

19

6
19
46

19

4
2

4

1
20
12

Insurance Law

China

94
90

7
4

Size

95
91
44
1

9

1
12

Blumenthai,Susanna L

2

6
4

20

Kantor,AIIyn David
M i ller.William I

2

9

1

6 1 2/001
6 1 6/001

s

8

7
1

609/001 ,002

622/001

ClaS!

Course Name

Professor

530/00 1
540/001

608/001

Number receiving each grade

4.3

1
1

4

38

1 20

32
3

117

51

1
4

7

28

17
86
26

5

2

3

16

15
20
65

2

24

3

30
21
14

27
25
3

2
9

33
33

3
1

23
2

12

19
1 04
54
19
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Grade S u m m a ry - Part 2

Winter 2006

Cou rse/
Section

No.
Professor

Course Name

Mean

Graded

Grade

188

3.23

5 1 0/001 ,002

Croley,Steven P

Civil Procedoe

530/001

McCormack,Bi dget M

Criminal Law

91

3.25

540/001
540/002

Larsen,Joan L
Shapiro,Scott J

Intra to Constitutional Law
Intra to Constitutional Law

91
94

3.23
3.22

540/003

Bemstein,Dai<l

Eliot

Deviation to m G ra::l e G.Jid aine s

Within

Range? A+

B+

B

B-

-2

-1

3

Intra to Constitutional Law

89

3.23

560/001

Krier,James E

Property

95

3.23

Simpson,Aifred W B
Kochen,Maeli ne Sara

Property
Property

90
44

3.25
3.27

560/004

Katz, Ellen D

Prop..t y

46

3.20

580/001
60 1 /001 ,002

Herzog, Donald ay
Payton,Sallyanne

Torts
Administrative Lav

92
19

3.18
3.53

high

1
12

2
-2

-8

3

-4

-1

4

-1
3
-1

-2
1
2

2
1

606/001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

Transnational Law

79

3.26

high

Dickinson ,Timothy L

Transnational Law

14

3.31

high

Reimann, Mathias W
Leary,Margaret A

Transnational Law
Advanced Legal Reswtr

53
34

3.35
3.56

high
high

1

3
4

609/00 1 ,002

Blumenthai,Susanna L

American Legal Histqr

28

3.58

high

1

6 1 2/001

Kantor,AIIyn David

Alt Dispute Resolution

high

3

Miller,William I
Kritsiotis,Constantine

Bloodfeuds
lnternat'l Humanitarian Law

21
71

3.33

6 1 6/001
622/001
626/001

Mangan,Aimee Suzanne

Researching Tranati

628/001
633/001 ,002

Vining,Joseph
Komfield,SusarM

Animal Law Course
Copyright

636/001

Regan,DonaldH

Church and State

640/001

Jones,Martha S

Critical Race Theory

641/001
642/001

Brensike,Eve Lynn
Glogower,Roderic M

Grim Just:Adm of Police Prac
Jewish Law

63
30

3.23
3.88

-2

-1
-1

1
-2

1
2
4

-3

2

8

-4

1

-2

-3

-2
-2
-3

-2
1

-1

-1

-2

-1
-1

15

high

4

3.43

high

9
25

3.89
3.32

high
high

39

3.28

high

31

3.53

high
high

2
2
4
4
2
4

14
-1

1
-1

-1
-2

-2

7

2
3

-7
1

-2

-1

-2

-2

-2

-6

-1
-1

-2
-2

Siegelman,Peter

Economic Analysis of Law

11

3.65

Siegelman,Peter

Em ployment Discrimination

23

3.47

high

3

2

-2

S i mpson ,Aifred W B
Howson, Nicholas Caloe

English Legal History
Enterprise Organization

27
43

3.70
3.22

high

2

7

-2

-4

-2

657/002

Khanna,Vi kramadi(¥ S

Enterprise Organ izatio

67

3.48

high

5

4

2

-6

-2

664/001 ' 002
669/001

Halberstam,Daniel H
Friedman,Richard D

Europeart. egal Order
Evidence

17
65

3.30
3.33

high
high

2

1

-2

Evidence

49

Bemstein,David Eliot
Whitman,Ch ristin8..

Mendelson,Nina A
Govender,Karthigasen,

683/001

B

Rosenbaum,Mark D

high

-2

3.42

high

2

34
56

3.27
3.29

high
high

1

Fourteenth Amend men

1

-2

2

-1
8

30

3.49

high

3

3

664/001

Horwitz,Jill R

Health Law and Policy

19

3.33

high

1

2

688/001 ,002
689/001 ,002

Halberstam , Daniel H
Simma,Bruno Eckard

Federalism
Leading Cases ih nt'l Law

22
8

3.36
3.55

high
high

3
-1

3

691 /001

Avi-Yonah,Reuven S

International Tax

19

3.81

high

7

3

693/001
693/002

Seinfeld,Gil
Hills,Roderick M

Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law
Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law

87
61

3.27
3.23

high

3

-2

-4

-2

-1

-1

1

-2
-2

Howse,Robert L

lnternatioral Trade Law

23

3.48

Winograd,Bar y

Labor Law

28

3.33

high

700/00 1 ,002
702/001

Wes�Mark D
Logue,Kyle D

Japanese Law
Insurance Law

18

3.69
3.49

high
high

705/001

Joswick,David Daniel

Mergers and Acquisitions

Niehoff, Leonard Marvin

Mass Media Law

42
33

3.22

707/001

3.67

high

709/001
7 1 1 /001

Barr,Michael S
Ben-Shahar,Omri

Financial Institutions
E-Com mece

27
40

3.37
3.32

high
high

3.44

high

1

2

6

3.53
3.39

high
high

2

6

-4
2
-2

-3

Negotiation

Kamir,Orit
Frier,Bruce W

Creating the American Lawyer
Persuasion and the Law

36
33
49

725/001

Novak, Barbara f3 iffin

3
2
2
6

2

-3

6
1

-2
4

4

-2

4

8

Securities Reg Practicum

16

Kahn,Douglas A

Partnership Tax

18

3.28

high

1

-4

Simon,Anthony Luke
Niehoff, Leorard Marvin

Patent Law
Legal Ethics & Prof !its p

18
81

3.55
3.21

high

4

-3

737/001

Bernard,Jack

Higher Education L,.

49

3.59

high

12

743/001

Khanna,Vikr311a d�ya S

Securities Regulation

high

2

Keinan,Yoram
Kahn,Douglas A

Tax of Financial Instruments
Taxation of Individual Income

83
14

3.36

746/001
747/001

high

3
5

high

55

754/001

Lutz,Karl E

Business Trans Practicum I

26

3.71

758/001
759/001

Schneider, Carl E
Lutz,Karl E

Law, Medicine and Society
Busi ness Trans Practicum II

3.92
3.70

760/001

Eisenberg,Rebecca S

Trademarks and Unfair Camp

14
20
48

768/001

Cahill, Courtney Megan

Sexual Orientation and the Law

771 /001
773/001

Van Putten, M:k Clinton
Winograd, Barry

How to Save the Planet
Labor & Employment Arbitration

775/001

Mamidi,Pavan Kumar

IP/Innovation in India>

777/001
778/00 1 ,002

Rine,Nicholas J
Rine,Nicholas J

Law and Development
Law and Development Resear h
Protect Hum Rgts in lnt' l Law

China

high

high
high

3.24

8

1
3

5

-1

1

-1

-1
-1
-2

-2
-1
-2
-1

-2
1

-1

-3

-3

-2

-1
-4

-2
-1

-1
-2

-1

-1

-1

-4

-3

-3

-1

-1

-2

-1
-5

-1
2

-1

-5

-2
-1

-1

-3
-4

2
5

9

3

8

-2
-1
-4

-2

-1
-1

2

18

3.68

high

3

6

3.65
3.69

high
high

4

21

1

3
6

13

3.67

high

2

2

5

3.80
3.80

high
high

2
2

780/001

Ratner,Steven Richard

15

3.33

high

1

792/001

Clark,Sherman J

Sports Law

81

3.33

high

1

793/001 ,002
794/001

Katz, Ellen D
Tonner, Grace C

Voting Rights I Electiorl aw
Senior Judge Seminar II

32
19

3.50
4.02

-2

-3

25

5

-5
-1
-6
3

727/001
731/001

3.59
3.14

-4

2

726/001

3.88

-1
-3
-1

-2

2
high

-2
-1

-2

699/001

Parson,Edward A

-2

-2
1
-1

695/00 1 ,002

7 1 2/001

-1

3.25

29

Environmental Law
Constitutionalism in S A. rica

7 1 9/001
721/001

-1
-1

-3

Federal Courts

33

-1

1
2
1

653/001

679/001
680/001

-3
-2

1

3.24
3.47

656/001
657/001

677/001

c

-2

606/003
608/001

669/002

C+

-2

high

6061002

651 /001 ,002

A-

4

560/002
560/003

anal Law

A

high
high

16

-1

-3

-1

-5
-4

-2
-2

-1
-1

-2
-1
-1

-1
3
11
-2

-1

-4
-3
-5

-1
-4

-3
-2

-1
-1

2
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J uly 2, 2003
ACROSS
1 . Slain nurse
6. Angry
9. Frills on a shirt
1 4. Happen
1 5. Climber
1 6. Christian love
1 7. Related to a chimp
1 8. Prefix
1 9. Golden times
20. Cathartic
22. Sausage
23. One, two, three, etc.
24. Spruce
26. Type of cigar
30. Designers
34. Pertaining to the third degree
35. Turn the other one!
36. North Chinese Dynasty
37. Augury
38. H usband
39. Biting comment
40.

Alamos, N M

4 1 . What kind of bird gets worm
42. Male name meaning spear

5. Fundamental

carrier

6. Type of dress

43. Dire

7 . 1srael :

45. Relating to the main tru nk of

8 . Montezuma's revenge

the heart

9. Cross in middle of the block

46. Computer's __ and bytes

1 0. A rat

Aviv

4 7. Question

1 1 . The original Roseanne

48. Bundle of wheat

1 2 . Op of closes

5 1 . Noggins

1 3. Frivolous mood

57. Desert plant

2 1 . Digit

58. 1 00 square meters

25. Leered

59. Roman palace

26. Reprimand

60. Era

27. A swelling

6 1 . Used to create roofs

28. More than hefty

62. Rumors

29. Card game

63. Present is one

30. Used to express futurity

64. Rude

3 1 . Dark complected

65. Winter vehicles

32. __firma
33. A prophetess
35. Sparkle

DOWN

38. A handle
39. Conceal

49. What some frats do

4 1 . An imposing structure
1 . 1n the

50. Course i n supply and demand

42. Small gas-powered vehicles

2. Beige color

52. Middle Eastern

44. Barbed wire barricade

3. National Center for Atmospheric

53. True

45. Remains of fire

Research (acronym )
4. Drying oil used in varnishes

54. Stare at

47. Bitter

55. No winner

48. Ella Fitzgerald specialty

56. Lip
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1 LS ARRIVE, from Page 1

schools, and Michigan has certainly
kept pace with its peers.
Speaking of the football season,
what about our proud undergradu
ate feeder schools? Not surprisingly,
the University of Michigan is atop
the list (apparently Blue blood does
n't drain quickly). Climbers this
year include Cornell, Northwestern,
Yale, Brigham Young, Notre Dame,
and

Michigan

State

(apparently

Irish or Green blood do drain quick
ly). A grand total of 142 undergrad
uate colleges are represented. But

Fred

uid?

tions, most of the feeder schools
have remained consistent.
Finally, as age and experience
become increasingly important in a
competitive admissions scl1eme, the
incoming 1Ls are getting older. The
average age is now 24.2, and exactly
two-thirds of this year's 1L class
have one or more years of post-col
lege

work

experience.

Dean

Zearfoss proudly highlights two
former stand-up comedians, six stu
dents who served in the U.S. armed
forces, a nominations clerk on the
U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, an
associate producer for Wolf Blitzer,
a forest-fighter, people who taught
English as a second language in
Turkey, Ecuador, Japan, Germany,
South Korea, Mexico, Russia, and in
a North Carolina jail, and a record
ten people with last names begin
ning

with

the

letter

"Z."

(Coincidence, Dean Zearfoss?)
"It's a tremendous group," says
Zearfoss.
At least by the numbers, we
tend to agree. Now we just have to
go out and actually meet them.
Mitch

Holzrichter

is

a

2L.

Comments about this article can be sent
to rg@umich.edu.
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while there are some slight varia
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Submitted by Jeff Landau

SORA, from Page 1 1

CAM I N KER, from Page 3

firms. Another 10 percent went to

spicy broth. I hardly notice m y com

large, well-known firms not in the

panion rise to pay the

top 100, 20 percent went to small

check, but

mid-spoonful I catch sight of her as

firms, and 10 percent went into pub

she gracefully sashays back toward

lic interest and government work.

the table. At least there is something

And 8 of those grads clerked. The

with depth and flavor and freshness

from

and quality in this restaurant, but, to

working at in-house legal depart

the detriment of the other diners, I

ments to working overseas or going

get to take her with me when I leave.

remainder

did

everything

on to further graduate or profes

While Detroit is a destination

sional study. All this is a wonderful

for

testament to our career services

McNamara terminal is not a recom

staff as well as a statement about the

m e nded destination for Japanese

quality of this law school, the high

food. Stick to Totaro on State Street

direct

or

University- the convenience and

the talent and capability of our stu

relative quality of Japanese on cam

general,

regardless

of

where they place in the class.
There are so many reasons to be

on

Japan,

recruiters, and most importantly,
in

Sadako

from

regard afforded it by law firms and

dents

even

flights

South

pus outweigh the novelty of trying
out the new air-puff security gate at
McNamara on the way to Sora.

excited about the upcoming year,

Bleary-eyed and exhausted, and

including the opportunity to spend

now bloated with salty broth, I

time with many of the most bril

board my plane and slosh into my

liant, interesting, and inspirational

seat. I hear the BBQ in Kansas City is

people you' ll ever meet in your

great.

lives. Indeed, all of you make it a
real pleasure to be dean - a humor

Adam Dubinksy is a 3L and can be

less statement, I know, but a truth

reached for more personalized dining

ful one.
Very best wishes for a success
ful academic year.

advice at adubinsk@umich.edu. Com
ments about this article can be sent to
rg@umich. edu.
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FALL 2006

Student Organization

ENVIRONM ENTAL LAW SYMPOSIUM:

Open House

The Great Lakes:
Reflecting the Landscape
of Environmental La w

Thursday, September 2 1
5 :45 to 7:00 p . m .
Hutchins HoH

Friday, September 29, 2006
250 HH

For more information:

http://students.law.umich.ed u/els

ACS

American Constitution Society
General Body Meeting
Tuesday, September 19, 2006
2 18 HH, 6-7:30
Food will be served.
Come Meet Other Progressives, Liberals,
Constitutional Scholars, and Policy Wonks
Learn our Agenda and Goals for the Year

The Women Law Student
Association presents

Catherine

NEXT FRIDAY
September 22nd at 12:30
Room 150

MacKinnon

The FEDERALIST SOCIETY

Renowned legal scholar and

is proud to announce:

Michigan Law Professor Catherine
MacKinnon will discuss her arti
cle "Mainstreaming Feminism in
Legal Education" and answer
questions regarding sex equality
in the legal curriculum and law
classroom. Copies of the article
will be available in the

WLSA

office. (J.Legal Educ. 53, No. 2
(2003): 1 99-2 12.)

Wednesday,
September 27

1 2 : 1 5- 1 : 1 0 PM
HH 120

The Solicitor General of the United States - Mr. Paul Clement

"Supreme Court Preview with the
Solicitor General"

